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OBJECTIVE—Mixed-meal tolerance test (MMTT) area under the curve C-peptide (AUC CP) is the gold-standard measure of endogenous insulin secretion in type 1 diabetes but is intensive and invasive to perform. The 90-min MMTT-stimulated CP ≥0.2 nmol/L (90CP) is related to improved clinical outcomes, and CP ≥0.1 nmol/L is the equivalent fasting measure (FCP). We assessed whether 90CP or FCP are alternatives to a full MMTT.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS—CP was measured during 1,334 MMTTs in 421 type 1 diabetes patients aged <18 years at 3, 9, 18, 48, and 72 months duration. We assessed: 1) correlation between mean AUC CP and 90CP or FCP; 2) sensitivity and specificity of 90CP ≥0.2 nmol/L and FCP ≥0.1 nmol/L to detect peak CP ≥0.2 nmol/L and the equivalent AUC CP; and 3) how the time taken to reach the CP peak varied with age of diagnosis and diabetes duration.

RESULTS—AUC CP was highly correlated to 90CP ($r_s = 0.96, P < 0.0001$) and strongly correlated to FCP ($r_s = 0.84, P < 0.0001$). AUC CP ≥23 nmol/L/150 min was the equivalent cutoff for peak CP ≥0.2 nmol/L (98% sensitivity/97% specificity). A 90CP ≥0.2 nmol/L correctly classified 96% patients using AUC or peak CP, whereas FCP ≥0.1 nmol/L classified 83 and 85% patients, respectively. There was only a small difference seen between peak and 90CP (median 0.02 nmol/L). The CP peak occurred earlier in patients with longer diabetes duration (6.1 min each 1-year increase in duration) and younger age (2.5 min each 1-year increase).

CONCLUSIONS—90CP is a highly sensitive and specific measure of AUC and peak CP in children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes and offers a practical alternative to a full MMTT.
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The mixed-meal tolerance test (MMTT) is the gold-standard measure of endogenous insulin secretion in type 1 diabetes, with a higher peak C-peptide (CP) and reduced adverse effects compared with glucagon stimulation (1–3). The full MMTT is predominantly used in research and rarely performed in routine clinical practice due to the intensity of sampling, with samples required every 30 min for 2 h to allow measurement of area under the curve (AUC) and peak CP (2).

A single measure of CP would be advantageous both for the patient and the clinician if it adequately reflects values obtained in the full MMTT. In a cross-sectional study of 259 patients aged 8–35 years, CP has been shown to usually peak at 90 min (90CP) during an MMTT (3), and 90CP ≥0.2 nmol/L has been related to improved clinical outcomes both with less complications and less severe hypoglycemia (4). Fasting CP (FCP) is frequently used in clinical practice because it is known to be well-correlated to stimulated CP (5–10), but in more careful studies of preservation of residual insulin secretion, the AUC after an MMTT has been regarded as necessary (1,2). The validity of 90CP and FCP as alternatives to the full MMTT have not been fully investigated, particularly in young children or in studies when longitudinal measures are taken, allowing the impact of diabetes duration to be assessed.

We aimed to assess whether 90CP and FCP were reliable measures of AUC and peak insulin secretion during the MMTT.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

Patients
A total of 421 type 1 diabetes patients diagnosed at ages <18 years and attending the Pediatric Clinic, University Hospital, Linköping, Sweden, between January 1976 and March 2011 were included in the study.

Blood sampling
Serum CP and glucose were measured at diagnosis of diabetes before the first insulin injection and during a 150-min MMTT with 30-min sampling at 3, 9, 18, 30, 48, and 72 months diabetes duration.

MMTT
The meal test was performed in the morning (between 7 and 10 A.M.) after an overnight fast, with no food or drink (with the exception of water) and no smoking after 10 P.M. the preceding day. Patients took no short-acting insulin at least 6 h prior to the test, but those on continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion could continue with their normal basal rate, but could receive no added boluses for at least 6 h prior to the test. From 1976–2005, patients ingested a standardized breakfast ingested over 10 min calculated by a dietitian based on the total caloric need of the patient (25–30% of their daily caloric intake; 50% of the calories as carbohydrates, 33% lipids, and 17% proteins). From 2005 onwards, the patients were tested with an MMTT consisting of ingestion of 6 mL Sustacal/kg body weight with a maximum of 360 mL (1 calorie/mL; 55% carbohydrates, 21% lipids and 24% protein) ingested within 3 min, in keeping with a change
in practice at that time. Blood samples for CP and glucose were taken before eating and then at intervals of 30 min for 150 min. The meal tests were offered to all patients in the clinic >7 years old, and the participation rate was >90%. The tests were continued until the patient no longer had any residual insulin secretion (defined as <0.03 nmol/L, the level of detection of the assay). In patients <7 years, participation rate fell with age due to practical and psychological difficulties with venepuncture.

**Laboratory methods**

The serum samples were stored at −20°C until analysis. In the period of the study, CP was measured by the contemporary assay at the research laboratory of the Division of Pediatrics, Linköping University. During the study period, three different assays were used. Before June 2000, CP was determined by radioimmunoassay according to Heding (11). Between June 2000 and September 2004, CP was analyzed by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay according to the manufacturer's recommendations (DRG Diagnostics, Marburg, Germany). From October 2004, CP measurement was performed with a time-resolved fluoroimmunoassay (AutoDELFIA C-peptide kit; Wallac) with a software program (1224 MultiCalc; Wallac) used for automatic calculation of values.

Statistical analyses were repeated for the three assays separately, but as the results of the analyses were similar for all assays, we present the results from the whole cohort.

**Ethical considerations**

This study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Health Sciences, Linköping University.

**Statistical analyses**

The results were only included in the analysis if blood samples taken at each time point during the 150-min MMTT were available to allow calculation of peak and AUC CP. As CP values were not normally distributed, nonparametric analysis was used. A subanalysis was performed in patients who had complete MMTT data available over 120 min.

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was used to assess the association between AUC CP and 90CP or FCP at each diabetes duration, with the mean values being used when assessing the association in the whole cohort. Linear regression equations were determined for the association between AUC CP and peak CP, and cutoffs in AUC equivalent to peak CP ≥0.2 nmol/L were derived using this equation. Sensitivity and specificity for significant endogenous insulin secretion (defined by the derived AUC CP) and for peak insulin secretion (peak CP ≥0.2 nmol/L) were assessed for 90 ≥0.2 nmol/L and FCP ≥0.1 nmol/L, according to cutoffs described previously (4,12).

Age of diagnosis was split by tertiles for the whole cohort (<10 years of age,
RESULTS—A total of 421 patients (55% male, age of diagnosis [interquartile range] 11.0 [8.5–13.9] years) and 1,334 MMTTs were included. The subanalysis of MMTT data over 120 min included 1,540 MMTTs from 445 patients.

### Equivalent cutoffs in AUC CP

During the full MMTT, ≥23 nmol/L/150 min was the equivalent AUC CP to detect peak CP ≥0.2 nmol/L with 98% sensitivity and 97% specificity for the combined data set (n = 1,334). This was similar when data were analyzed separately at different diabetes durations (Supplementary Table 1). When assessing MMTT data over 120 min, the equivalent AUC to detect peak CP ≥0.2 nmol/L was AUC CP ≥18 nmol/L/120 min (98% sensitivity/97% specificity).

### Using 90CP and FCP instead of full MMTT

**90CP.** Mean AUC CP was highly correlated to mean 90CP for the combined data set (r = 0.96; P < 0.0001) (Fig. 1A) and in the MMTT data over 120 min (r = 0.98; P < 0.0001). The AUC CP and 90CP correlations remain strong at different durations of diabetes (r = 0.96–0.99; P < 0.0001) (Supplementary Table 2).

If CP was measured at 90 min, rather than measuring the full MMTT, the following 90CP cutoffs were established:

- ≥0.2 nmol/L: 32.8% patients (90CP ≥0.2 nmol/L). Cox regression analysis was used to determine the contribution of both factors to CP decline.
- ≥0.1 nmol/L: 32.8% patients (90CP ≥0.1 nmol/L), with 98% sensitivity and 97% specificity.

### Timing and magnitude of the CP peak during the MMTT

Only 23% patients peaked at 90 min during the MMTT (Supplementary Table 4). The mean time taken to reach the CP peak occurred earlier in patients with a longer diabetes duration and in those diagnosed at a young age (Fig. 2A). For every 1 year increase in diabetes duration, the time to CP peak decreased by 6.1 min (β [95% CI] = −6.1 [−7.5 to −4.6]). For every year increase in age at diagnosis, the time to CP peak increased by 2.5 min (β = 2.5 [1.7–3.4]). CP values (peak and fasting) were higher in patients with shorter diabetes duration and in those diagnosed at an older age (Fig. 2B and Supplementary Table 5).

Although CP peaked at different time points during the MMTT depending on the age at diagnosis and diabetes duration,
there was only a small difference seen between peak and 90CP (median 0.01–0.05 nmol/L) for the six different diabetes durations. The magnitude of this difference reduced with increasing diabetes duration (Supplementary Table 6).

**Prediction of insulin deficiency**

Kaplan-Meier analysis is based on patients with diabetes duration up to 48 months (n = 347). FCP measured at diagnosis can be used to predict the time taken for patients to become insulin-deficient (peak CP <0.2 nmol/L; P < 0.0001) (Fig. 3A). Those with the lowest tertile of FCP (<0.17 nmol/L) reached insulin deficiency quicker than those in the highest tertile of FCP (≥0.29 nmol/L) (50% insulin deficient by median 30 months [95% CI: 26–34] vs. 48 months [33–63]; P < 0.0001).

Age of diagnosis also predicted the time taken for patients to become insulin-deficient (Fig. 3B). Those diagnosed at a younger age (<10 years) became insulin-deficient faster than those diagnosed at an older age (≥13 years) (50% insulin deficient by median 18 months [95% CI 13–23] vs. 48 months [37–59]; P < 0.0001).

Age of diagnosis and FCP were both independent predictors of insulin deficiency (peak CP <0.2 nmol/L) when added into a Cox regression analysis (age of diagnosis hazard ratio = 0.89 [95% CI: 0.85–0.93]; FCP hazard ratio = 0.25 [0.11–0.57]).

**Effect of glucose on CP**

There was only a very weak relationship between fasting blood glucose and FCP (at 3 months’ diabetes duration, n = 308 [r_s = 0.13; P = 0.02]).

There was a weak inverse relationship between fasting glucose and both peak CP (r_s = −0.25; P < 0.0001) and the CP increment (peak-FCP) (r_s = −0.36; P < 0.0001) during the MMTT at 3 months’ diabetes duration. Similar associations were observed when patients were included if they had a fasting blood glucose between 70 and 200 mg/dL (4.1–11.1 mmol/L) on the test day (n = 274; r_s = −0.33; P < 0.0001).

**CONCLUSIONS**—In this study of children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes, we have shown that 90-min-stimulated CP offers a highly sensitive and specific measure of peak insulin secretion and AUC CP and is a more reliable measure than FCP. This suggests that a single blood test measuring CP at 90 min is a useful alternative to a full MMTT.

**Assessment of endogenous insulin secretion**

Previous studies have evaluated and used 90CP or FCP. However, these were either cross-sectional (3–10) or, when assessing endogenous insulin secretion longitudinally, a single blood test measuring fasting (12), random (13), or 90CP (14) rather than a full MMTT was used. We assess MMTTs longitudinally in children >6 years of age and also add to the literature by assessing sensitivity and specificity of a single blood measure at each time point to allow the impact of diabetes duration to be assessed.

AUC CP was more strongly correlated with 90CP than FCP. The stronger association between FCP and stimulated CP reported by others (r = 0.88–0.95) compared with our results may be explained by the inclusion of patients with longer diabetes durations in these studies (3,5,6). When we limit our studies to patients of similar diabetes duration (median 1 to 2 years), the correlations are higher and similar to those previously reported. The improved correlation with longer diabetes duration may reflect that patients with short diabetes durations and more endogenous insulin secretion show greater variation between fasting and stimulated values.

90CP was more sensitive and specific than FCP to identify patients with endogenous insulin secretion (peak and AUC
FCP $\geq 0.1$ nmol/L has been used to determine patient eligibility into type 1 diabetes intervention trials (15–17). Using this cutoff would result in 12% of patients being incorrectly classified as CP-negative compared with only 2% if 90CP was used, with only a small difference seen between peak and 90CP. This means that the use of FCP of $>0.1$ nmol/L for inclusion in intervention trials leads to unnecessary exclusion of patients who would have been suitable.

**Timing of the CP peak**

This is the first large prospective study looking at the timing of the CP peak during the MMTT in type 1 diabetes patients at different diabetes durations. Our results show that the time to reach the CP peak occurred earlier in patients with longer diabetes duration and in those diagnosed at a younger age. This is supported by cross-sectional studies. Greenbaum et al. (3) found that in patients recruited at a mean diabetes duration of 1.5 years, CP usually peaks around 90 min during an MMTT, and 90CP $\geq 0.2$ nmol/L has been shown to be related to improved clinical outcomes (4). Our data demonstrate that the timing of the CP peak is also influenced by the diabetes duration as well as by the age that the patient is diagnosed.

**Influence of diabetes duration, age of diagnosis, and glucose**

The higher CP values seen in our study in patients diagnosed at an older age and in those collected closer to diagnosis are consistent with previous reports (3–5,14,18–21).

The modest inverse relationship between fasting glucose and the CP response found in our study agrees with some previous studies (3,22). Others have found that the CP response is positively associated with the fasting glucose (23), with maximum CP response seen at blood glucose $\sim 12$ mmol/L (24,25), whereas others have reported only a deleterious effect in the presence of hypoglycemia ($<3.5$ mmol/L) (26,27) or no effect at all (28).

**Predicting CP decline**

Lower CP levels at diagnosis and a younger age of diagnosis were both associated with the fastest rate of $\beta$-cell decline. When assessed in a combined model, both were independent predictors. This suggests that both FCP at diagnosis and age of diagnosis can be used to estimate the time it will take for patients to become
insulin-deficient. A number of factors are known to influence the rate of CP decline in type 1 diabetes, including FCP and age of diagnosis (21,29). We have not assessed the other factors previously described, which include diabetic ketoacidosis at diagnosis, antibody status, HLA genotype, and intensive insulin treatment (4,14,19,30–33).

**Limitations**

Three different CP assays and two different meal stimuli were used in this study over a 35-year period (1976–2011). Different CP assays can result in different absolute values (34), and values prior to 2000 were slightly lower than measurements after this date. However, the correlations between AUC and peak/90CP or FCP do not change when the three assay periods or when the two different meal stimuli were analyzed separately, and the MMTT series were analyzed with the same method for each test (Supplementary Table 7).

**Implications**

The MMTT is usually undertaken in type 1 diabetes intervention trials in children. The feasibility of using a single blood test measuring CP at 90 min rather than multiple samples has practical benefit both for the patient and the clinician. A 90-min sample could be used instead of FCP to offer more patients entry into intervention studies. Other studies assessing β-cell function could reliably use 90CP rather than AUC or peak CP during an MMTT to assess β-cell function. In practical terms, this would mean fewer blood samples (one compared with five in a standard MMTT), a shorter duration required for the patient to stay in the research facilities (90 compared with 120 min), and a reduced cost to run the study and analyze the samples.

In conclusion, our study demonstrates that in children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes, a mixed-meal stimulated 90-min CP is a highly sensitive, specific, and practical alternative measure to peak and AUC CP, with advantages over FCP.
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